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	_3_ Other Notes_w02F44t52I1WGl21NLRmgw: All of today's analysis focused only on the GOES-17 ABI FPM (focal plane module) cool periods and excluded hot periods.  The exact hours excluded varied by product, but grossly included times less than or equal to the period of time between 5Z and 22Z.  This is a major caveat associated with all GOES-17 ABI Cold-Period Provisional PS-PVRs.  NWS feedback from TOWR-S (Lee Byerly) focused on utility of GOES-16 (not 17) products within NWS.  DMWs do not go out for Full Disk due to bandwidth limitations.  Products show nice display capabilities within AWIPS.  NWS/NCEP/EMC feedback from Iliana Genkova showed the number of winds making it into assimilation is pretty close between GOES-17 and GOES-16.  This is attributed to 1) the number of GOES-17 winds coming in is limited during saturation hours and 2) the EMC rejection process excludes the questionable winds which are more closely concentrated in the period of 5-20Z.  RAINFALL RATEFor perspective, validation results for Rainfall Rate has always been a very close decision regarding product maturity at the provisional level.  For GOES-16, the product achieved Provisional based on a caveat for a near-term update which brought the product 'just' inside specifications.  Given the imposition of hot-period exclusion from this PS-PVR, there is little margin for other major caveats to also occur and still meet Provisional maturity with clear product utility for customers.  This review looked at a caveat with fairly specific considerations:  For WV bands there is a mis-classification of cloud types resulting in unmet specifications primarily over the CONUS (where radar validation is strongest).  Disposition:  PSE will issue a waiver for this product, all caveats will be thoroughly captured in README, and product will be released for operational usage with a Provisional Maturity declaration.  NWS sees utility for this product in radar-free zones, which are far from the limb and less susceptible to the issues bried for the CONUS areas under the limb.  NWS will also appreciate the operational flow, so they may engage in OT&E activities with Pacific offices.  PROFILESPeriod of analysis is Nov 2018 through April 2019.  Validations performed using RAOB, Suomi-Net GPS, ECMWF, GDAS, AMSR2.  Missing data blocks issue is being pursued by PRO and appropriate ADR route.  DERIVED MOTION WINDSGross Error check has improved the precision to be good at all levels.  Misclassification of liquid water cloud edges as ice or mixed phase (both should probably be classified as water) leads to underestimation of cloud top pressure and subsequent poor wind height assignment (~75-100mb too high bias) which brings about a low speed bias.  Thorough validation results are within spec for provisional maturity objectives.  
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	Approval Status_1_y78RGW57v8XnJXulRB-e7Q: Off
	Approval Status_0_y78RGW57v8XnJXulRB-e7Q: Yes
	_1_ Review Board Comments_Uikep1Tmhmr5qNB7B2pA7A: The GOES-17 ABI L2 Provisional PS-PVR is presented by Bob Kuligowski for Rainfall Rate, Tim Schmit for Legacy Vertical Moisture Profile (LVM), Legacy Vertical Temperature Profiles (LVT), Total Precipitable Water (TPW), Derived Stability Indices (DSI), and Jaime Daniels for Derived Motion Winds (DMWs).  All three presenters shared a very thorough and thoughtful analysis of each product's status.  It was a privilege to see the robust science analysis and both the chair and full panel appreciated each groups' effort to provide a comprehensive analysis for consideration.  The disposition of this PS-PVR is that all three products (Rainfall Rate, Profiles, and Winds) have achieved Provisional!Given this successful declaration, the products will now flow freely through any approved subscriptions in PDA and CLASS.  Should HRIT and GNC-A wish to develop the capability to distribute these products, they may commence immediately because Provisional Maturity grants pre-approval for distribution.  Similarly, these products may be offered (if funded) via the CSPP Geo software for GRB users to derive their own L2 products.  
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